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A Reader Lives 1000 Lives Until He Dies
Mr Ngugi and I share the Griffin duty day between us
on a Wednesday. It’s a day where I spend time with the
boys (currently the Grade 4 and 5 boarders) and
remember what life was like before headmastering
became a “thing” for me. One of the joys of a duty day is
the evening story. We spend a good 20 minutes to half an
hour each evening reading a bedtime story to the boys,
depending on the length of chapter and tolerance of the
staff member.
Currently in Griffin we’re reading The War of Jenkins’ Ear
by Michael Morpurgo. Like all Michael Morpurgo books,
it’s a cracker! Briefly, Toby Jenkins’ friendship with an
unusual new boy makes life at boarding school somewhat more tolerable, even when conflict arises between
the students and the boys from town. The book is a
cracker because, not only is it written in Morpurgo’s easy
style, it also examines some of the big issues in life. It
asks questions about hate, revenge, prejudice, and faith
in an intelligent and fresh manner – and lets readers find
their own answers.
The book also reminded me of my own boarding school
days (which were never anything more than barely tolerable) and the tempestuous relationship we shared with the
local lads from the Potchefstroom schools. Unfortunately,
we never had a Christopher to resolve things and mostly
resorted to the boys’ resolution of the late 70s and early
80s… but that’s a story for another day. I babble on about
the book because I came across the graphic alongside in
some recent other reading I’ve been doing. My reading
has been about the impact of reading on learning. It’s
something we know is pretty much a “no-brainer”: reading
grows vocabulary, develops comprehension, adds to your
body of knowledge and extends imagination. The graphic just reinforced that. So, if you’re considering skipping
your 20 minutes of reading today – don’t!
It is with regret that I announce the resignations of Mr
Nick Heymans and Ms Lindsey
Walsh from Prep with effect the
end of this term. Nick and Lindsey
NEC

have been offered a wonderful
oopportunity as House Parents at the
Letovo School in Moscow from
the start of the Russian
academic year (September
2020). It is a unique
opportunity for a young couple
who have provided
exceptional service to Prep
and one which we fully support.
(continued on Page 2/...)
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(Mr Brady’s message continued/...)
It is never easy having to say farewell
to staff in the middle of the year, and it
will not be easy to say goodbye to Nick
and Lindsey. We are fortunate to have
Mr Brandon Dawson who has agreed
to step into the House Master role in
Lions, supported by Mrs Irle and Mrs
Cameron who, with our currently reduced numbers, can share the House
Mother role between them.
We will say a proper farewell to Nick
and Lindsey at the end of the term but
in the meantime thank them for their
sterling service to Prep.

Pre-Primary

Mr B

Learning Zone
Pre-Primary is abuzz with all our emergency vehicles and
lessons about the important people in our world who help
us. The children have painted some beautiful fire trucks
which now zoom across the wall!
With the majority of our children back in the classroom
now, the Pre-Primary is back in full swing doing what we
do best: learning through play.
We are enjoying the music lessons with Mrs Robertson
and our children are learning to shake shakers and beat
rhythm sticks to the beat! Why not give your child two
wooden spoons, put on your favourite song and let them
beat to the rhythm? How about having a dance-off on
Friday night and just have some fun showing your child
your moves? You will be amazed at how good they are at
moving and grooving!

laughing and chattering among themselves. They really
are not fazed about this whole COVID-19 story and are
getting down to what they do best - being children, creating friendships, building their curiosity and keeping their
teachers’ souls happy and full!
With this cold weather creeping in, please make sure
your child is dressed in layers that they are able to pull
on or off as the weather gets warmer towards the middle
of the day and ensure the extra clothing in their bags is
appropriate. Once again we are gathering lost
property so please ensure your child’s clothing is marked.
Keep safe and warm this week.
Mrs B
Grade 000 Teacher

The children have enjoyed re-enacting Miss Polly had a
dolly and Dr Foster went to Gloucester. The fascination
with what our bones look like on an x-ray has brought
much laughter in the class and some very funny remarks.
It is so good to hear these little children giggling,
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Junior Prep

GRADE 1 TIMES
www.learningisfun.com

EXCITING TIMES!!

Class of 2020

THOUGHTS ABOUT SCHOOL
Reporting from the Grade 1
classroom, Teacher Rennie
uncovered some of the
children’s true feelings and
thoughts on school. Despite
constant sanitising, masked
faces in the classroom,
difficulties of blowing your
nose whilst trying to unmask,
smothered conversations and
social distancing, little to no
impact has been noticed in
the brave students of this
class. Here are some quotes
in no particular order:

“School is a happy place for
me”.
“I like seeing the boarders
again”.
“I love going to play”.
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“ I like school because my
friends like to play with me”.
“I like being back at boarding
especially at night time”.
“I love learning because I
want to become more
clever”.
“I love boarding, especially
watching TV”.
I love the teachers because
they are helping me”.
I love climbing trees and
playing with my friends”.
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Music

Bang That Beat!
Music at Top Prep is still very busy and just as exciting,
even though it looks a little different!
Our Grade 4s have been continuing to learn new rhythms
and playing with rhythm sticks to musical tracks, which
they thoroughly enjoy.
Grade 5s have been learning about African music and
this last week learnt about how to classify African musical
instruments into groups. We looked at the Balafon, the
Kalimba, the African Shakers and the Shekere then we
performed two rhythms concurrently and had a few boys
improvise while the rest of the class continued with their
underlying rhythms. This is quite difficult to do, but the
boys did well!
the Grade 5 musical instrument creation was a combined
project-based learning component with Ms Cordell for
their Ancient Civilisation Project. Their task was to create
their own musical instrument for their ancient civilizations from things at home. We sent them a few ideas
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but wanted them to discover new and original ways of
making their own instruments, creating sounds, rhythms
and even tunes.
Grade 6s have just completed a section on learning all
about the famous composer Beethoven, and his beautiful
compositions. The boys put together some very impressive presentations on Beethoven and his life story. Nicholas Smailes’ remarkable presentation was posted onto
our Facebook page this week. Please take a look!
We have now moved onto learning the Cup Game or the
Cup Song which is proving to be a lot of fun.
Grade 7s have been fully engaged while learning about
how to create a musical Soundscape. The boys are
writing their own storyboard and are making their own
unique sounds on Garageband which they then compile
together into a Scary or Spooky Soundscape. So far, we
have had some excellent compositions – definitely some
sound engineers in the making!
Mrs Fiona van der Merwe
HOD Music
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Participating Schools - DSG, King

“Everyone has the fire, but

Participants - 270 [G

the champions know how to
ignite the spark.”
- Amit Ray

U9 Boys
1st Oliver Robertson, Kingswood 9mins 07sec
2nd Dylan Field, Kingswood 9mins 12sec
3rd Jack Shaw, Kingswood 9min 54sec
4th Eli Robertson Kingswood 11min 15sec
5th Max Serfortein Kingswood 11min 27sec
U10 Boys

1st Scott Emslie, SAP 7 min 50sec
2nd Stephan Crawford Swanepoel, Woodridge 8min 49se
3rd Keagan Mattison, SAP 8min 57 sec
Inter Schools
2km Run
4thVirtual
Matt Currie,
SAPChallenge
9min 24sec
th
5 Joshua Minnar, Kingswood 10min 38sec
From the Sports Director
Summary
U11 Boys
With all sporting fixtures still on hold, Prep hosted the
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Virtual 2kmSchools
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Participating
- DSG, Kingswood College, SAP and Woodridge College
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wood and Woodridge. The idea of involving other schools
54,1% and
Boys - 45,9%]
2nd[Girls
Ross-Barnard,
Kingswood
9min 22sec
tapped into the natural competitive nature ofParticipants
our athletes. - 270
rd
The goal was to create challenges that allowed
3 Virtual
Jacque2km
Prudon,
10min 00sec
Inter Schools
Run SAP
Challenge
competition
at Inter Schools level. Our Preppies did
al 2km Run
Challenge
th
Results
4 Cooper Nesbitt , SAP 10min 25sec
remarkably well, as the results show:
5th Matthew
SummaryTodd, SAP 10min 41sec
mmary U9 Boys
U9 Girls
U12 Boys College, SAP and Woodridge College
Participating Schools - DSG, Kingswood
st
od College,
SAP
and
Woodridge
College
1st Jess Emslie SAP 9min 32sec
1 Oliver Robertson, Kingswood 9mins 07sec
2nd Dylan Field, Kingswood 9mins 12sec
2nd Amy
Richardson
1st[Girls
Steffan
Eksteen,
SAP
00sec SAP 10min 19sec
Participants - 270
- 54,1%
and
Boys8min
- 45,9%]
rd
rd
- 54,1% and
BoysShaw,
- 45,9%]
3 Jack
Kingswood 9min 54sec
3 Kayla
Wienekus
2nd Jaryd Mattison,
SAP 8min
26sec SAP 11min 06sec
th
th
4 Eli Robertson Kingswood 11min 15sec
4 Laura
Pruissen
Kingswood
3rd Matthew
Kingswood
8min
52sec 11mins 15
Results Spring,
th
esults 5th Max Serfortein Kingswood 11min 27sec
th
5 Woodridge
Annabella Potgieter
Kingswood 11mi
4 Miles Feltham,
9min 32sec
th
5 Julian Teulon,U9
Woodridge
9min 33sec
U9 Boys
Girls
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Boys
U10 Girls
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Emslie
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9min
32sec
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Emslie,
SAP
7
min
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1
Julia
6min 12sec
2nd Dylan Field, Kingswood 9mins 12sec
2nd
AmyMacKenzie,
Richardson DSG
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19sec
nd
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Richardson
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10min
19sec
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2
Zoe
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8min06sec
52sec
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8min
05sec
1 Nicholas Korten,
rd Jack
rd Kayla
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3
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SAP
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rd
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Kayla
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1
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for
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boys
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U11 Boys
U11
U12 Girls
Boys

U11 Girls
U12 Girls
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The boys are back on the tennis courts and it has been
nice to see all boys back on campus trying out something
different and hoping to pick up new interests and skills,
whilst enjoying themselves with their mates. Hopefully
what they get now will equip them with a life skill.
On campus, most boys are thriving on these aspects of
school life. I must commend all boys for getting involved
in these physical activity initiatives. I would like to thank
the Student Housemasters and Housemothers for their
role in getting these activities off the ground. We intend to
keep our Preppies fit and to also broaden their scope as
we negotiate our way to playing sports safely.But for now,
stay warm and safe!
Patrick Gumunyu
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PAT
Chats!

PAT Chats for Grade 000-7 children will be scheduled
soon. Details will be sent out via WhatsApp on when
and how.

Mandela Day
On Mandela Day, we celebrate the life and
legacy of Nelson Mandela by making a
difference in our communities. Our Prep
community has been supporting 110 families in
need since the start of Lockdown and we would
like to add a little sweetness to their day:

Please could all Preppies bring a
non-perishable dessert item to school
on July 18 to add to our food parcels.
Collection basins will be at Fairlawn and Top
Prep.
Thank you!

135 Years Bold

... Having the time of our lives!

Social justice is integrated into everything we do.

Our Preppies develop a deep self-awareness and an equally deep empathy for others
as they become engaged in exploring and making choices, developing their world views
and grounding their sense of social responsibility.
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Boarding
Boarding

Sweater Weather!
The Eskimos visited Grahamstown this weekend as
we experienced a sharp dip in temperature. So, indoor
activities it was, but not before our obligatory visit to our
furry friends at the SPCA on Friday afternoon. It is lovely
to witness the bond that a few of the boys have with ‘their’
dog.
Once back at school, we made a start on the first of the
two projects lined up for the weekend which was an

African mosaic bookend. This proved to be good fun, but
the real ‘hands-dirty’ activities were still to come.
On Saturday, we woke up to a roaring wind, which
brought in the cold that gripped the day like no other we
have experienced yet this year. Everyone braved the
elements early - thankfully because it only got colder - to
squeeze in the Inter-Schools’ Virtual 2km Run before
breakfast. This was followed by a practice session for
the boys and girls to hone their talents for the show after
lunch.
The morning was also spent refining those ESport skills,
most notably FIFA, where tournaments were set up.
Competition is always fierce as the boys ‘live’ their match,

Taking the dog for a walk ...

Jonathan Pretorius
NEC ASPERA TERRENT
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but the banter is also fun to listen to. Akpello Dwane stole
the show with his rendition of Sunflower in the Talent
Show and walked away as the hands-down winner - to
say he was happy with the win is an understatement!
Saturday evening was closed out by hot
chocolate and a movie in the various common rooms,
under snug blankets.

beautifully.

We managed to salvage a smidgen of the Art’s Festival
on Sunday, by arranging a few activities that would be
typical of what could have been expected. There was a
rotation between completing their African bookends,
making cake-in-a-mug and the painting of their own personal mug that will be fired in the kiln at some point this
term. I was really pleased that everyone completed their
tasks in the allotted time and the projects all turned out

It was a busy weekend, and I’d like
to thank all those that were involved
and threw themselves into it, to
make sure it was.
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Lunch was followed by a much needed rest, after which
the Banter Cup was unleashed on Top Field. As usual, it
was never short of action and many debates, and in the
end, the House Tutors were left licking their wounds. Next
time….

George Wienekus
Senior Housemaster
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Fool’s Flight
By Christian Eskelund (OP 1981)
For Mom, Erik and all Old Andreans and Preppies
I can still feel the gnarled wood.
The desk, hard under my young elbows,
Stares at me through its senescent,
Deep blue stains Old founts, rivers, dry dreams
Spilled by forgotten boys
Long lost to time;
Young enough to yearn for immortality,
With crudely carved
Initials and half-hearted scrawling.
My foolscap pages long to fold themselves
And soar a fool’s flight
From the nearest promontory The Top Field.
My pen, scratchy and dead with its dry blood,
Strives to become comfortable and familiar
And happy in my hand;
Alive
Revivified as bamboo Beloved
My fishing pole.
These feet feel borrowed,
Somehow secondhand, like the shoes
I’m wearing - ill-fitting
And longing to split their
Seams completely,
To fall away and reveal
Bare and lusty young soles,
Scarred and toughened by devil thorns;
Scuffed brown by the newly plowed land;
Ready to run from here
Back to the farm,
Down to the river,
With simpler dreams
And but a rough stick Trusty, sturdy and serendipitous.

Messages from one Preppie to Another ...
The doctors blame smoking.
Please don’t smoke. It’s not cool.
My other strength in my life has been Rudyard Kippling’s
poem If: “If you can keep your head when all about you
are losing theirs and blaming it on you ... If you can trust
yourself when all men doubt you...” It ends: “you will be a
man my son.” I love it! Keep fit and safe. Up the Tigers!
Dave Coutts
(OP 1961)

Bolts From the Blue
My days at Prep had a profound influence on my life and
I have fond memories of my years there (excluding the
first two!) I was struck by lightning, when lightening hit
the library chimney and I later spent (an entire) month in
the San with the draconian Sr Kakovitch after chopping
my femoral artery while playing touch on bicycles …
Wonderful times!
Tom Phillips
(OP 1972)

If ...
Firstly I have been very fortunate in my life since leaving
Prep so long ago. The first bit of advice that I would like
to share is, don’t ever start smoking, as it is the cause of
many medical problems. I had a stroke two years ago.
NEC ASPERA TERRENT
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